LANE, SIDEWALK & CROSSWALK RESTRICTIONS
West Way at World Way South (Arrivals)
Ongoing through Friday, March 29, 2024

ACTIVITY
To facilitate civil construction for the Automated People Mover project, modified lane and crosswalk restrictions remain in place at West Way and World Way South (Arrivals Level) through Friday, March 29. Changes to the previous construction configuration and updated impacts include:

WEST WAY
• West Way will open for 12 hours a day (open from 1AM to 1PM, closed from 1PM to 1AM)
• When West Way is closed from 1PM to 1AM, vehicles will be detoured to Center Way
• Access to Parking Structure 5 maintained at all times

WORLD WAY SOUTH: VEHICLES & PEDESTRIANS
• Lane on World Way South adjacent to Parking Structure 4 has opened, with the sidewalk at that area remaining closed and pedestrian detours in place (routed to Terminal side to avoid closed sidewalks on Parking Structure side)
• Portion of center median between Columns 4J and 5A remains closed
• Crosswalk from Rental Car & Shared Ride Curb to Parking Structure 4 remains closed
• All other crosswalks will remain open and accessible

GROUND TRANSPORTATION / VENDOR OPERATIONS
• Vendor parking maintained; flaggers to assist with vendor vehicles exiting via Center Way
• No impacts to Ground Transportation operations

Work includes the installation of a traffic signal and long crosswalk at West Way and World Way South, and the removal of the two adjacent traffic signals and long crosswalks to the east and west. The new signal activation date is yet to be determined; a new Construction Impact Notification will be issued with more information as it’s determined.